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sections of this form; note that we reserve the right to edit for clarity and space requirements. 
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Summary (25 words max; for the program booklet):  __________________________________  
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	First Name: Gerald
	Last Name: Huerstel
	Title: Engineering Technician
	Organization  Company: Tucson Water
	Cell Phone: 520-549-9415
	Email: Gerald.Huerstel@tucsonaz.gov
	Title 12 words max: Chasing water levels; how Tucson is affected by rising water levels
	Summary 25 words max for the program booklet: Changes in water levels at 
	1: Clearwater have resulted in pumps operating outside their pump curves. We are looking at 
	2: solutions to improve efficiencies and production.
	bio: I am a Field Technician for Tucson Water. Some of my primary responsibilities include monitoring water levels in the Clearwater facilities as well as managing active drilling sites throughout Tucson Water’s well fields.
	Abstract: The Tucson Water Clearwater program consists of 20 recharge basins, more than 50 recovery wells, and has been receiving water since 1997. Both facilities had been producing water for many years, resulting in falling water levels.  Large scale recharge has resulted in replenishing the aquifer and subsequent mounding, resulting in as much as 200 feet of water level increase. Production wells in the Clearwater facility were initially equipped based on recommendations derived from the aquifer tests conducted immediately following the construction of those wells.  Two variables used to determine a well’s production potential and pumping equipment design are projected static and pumping water levels, which are used to produce a transmissivity value. Additionally, at the time of the initial equipping recommendation, there was an assumption that recharge and recovery volumes would be roughly equal.Due to the rapid recovery of water levels observed in Tucson Water’s Clearwater recharge facilities, many equipped wells are producing with the pumps operating outside of their pump curves.  As a temporary fix to mitigate inherent problems associated with operating recovery wells with out-of-range pumps, Tucson Water commonly adjusts the shut off valve (commonly referred to as valving back) to bring the pump into the design range of it’s pump curve. Additionally, pump crews have made conservative changes to the pump bowl set depths. This practice frequently results in cavitation, which leads to premature replacement of pipes and valves in the production and distribution lines. Additionally, this results in higher energy costs associated when operating fixed speed pumps. One major challenge related to making energy efficient, long term well equipping recommendations in well fields as dynamic as Clearwater, is projecting water levels through the life expectancy of the pumps. Voluntary or mandated reductions in the available allotment of CAP water for recharge, or increased demand for production could result in a decline in the aquifer and consequently a need to again adjust the pump design. Because water levels have become relatively stable at their current depths, a meaningful change in pump design should result in more efficient production and an increase in the life of pumping and flow control equipment.  Flexibility in the equipping, maintaining and selection of well pumping assets is crucial if operational efficiencies and costs are to be optimized.


